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Letter from the Editor
Welcome reader to our 2 year Anniversary Issue. Yes it’s been two years since we first started 
publishing Stop Motion Magazine. This particular issue was somewhat of a labor of love. 
Since all the crew here at SMM have taken vacation for the summer I was thrust with the 
responsibility of making this issue all by my lonesome self. Add this to the 10 to 12 hour days 
working on a stop motion television show and family time squeezed in there somewhere, and 
you got a severally difficult situation. But I’m not one to give up, which is completely the at-
titude you need to have in this industry. 

Having talked to many stop mo peeps at the local studio I currently occupy a vfx artist position 
at, I can tell you that they share a very similar view. Stories of 6 months to 2 years out of work 
may seem scary to 99.9% of people in the world, but for us who want to work in stop motion 
it’s common place. Often we get positions in other fields just to keep bread on the table and 
when Stop Mo work comes around we are more grateful than anyone can imagine. So with this 
I would like to say to those just starting out or have been out of work for awhile. Stay strong, 
believe in yourself, and don’t let others who are none believers in your dreams keep you down. 
I believe in you and so do all the others that share your dreams. Keep rockin Stop Mo Peeps 
and Keep the Dream Alive.

John Ikuma
Executive Editor
Stop Motion Magazine
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Graeme Patterson
Interview by John Ikuma



While exploring the Internet recently I discovered 
a short stop motion film involving hockey players 
on a old arcade hockey table. My mind was blown 
by the first viewing. Thinking that this amazing 
short film was a fluke I ventured even further into 
the work of Graeme Patterson (the creator of the 
short film) to discover that his work is all around 
stunning. 

Graeme Patterson is a fine art artist, an animator, 
puppet maker, sculptor, and a very special talent 
within our world. His pieces of art are not just stop 
motion animations, but are also full free standing 
sculpture installations that you can expect to find in 
a top end gallery exhibit. He combines both static 
structures and video displays incorporating his ani-
mation with his sculpture. If you’re having a hard 
time imaging this than take a look at his work at 
GraemePatterson.com. I can tell you first hand that 
my jaw dropped when I viewed his hockey game 
animation and was even more thrilled to find his 
work was a modern day mixed media explosion. 

I asked Graeme if he would honor us with an inter-
view and to my delight he did. I hope you enjoy his 
work and the following interview as much as we 
do here at Stop Motion Magazine.



SMM: How would you describe yourself as an artist? Are you an anima-
tor, a sculptor, a visual artist, or all of the above?

Graeme: I would simply describe myself as an artist. Stop-motion ani-
mation is my first love and most of my art revolves around the process 
and magic of it. However, my practice includes many other forms of 
media including sculpture, robotics, music and performance. 

SMM: Are all your works done at the 1/10th scale?

Graeme: Generally yes, it is a scale I have always been most comfort-
able with. I believe this scale comes from my childhood and the action 
figures I was obsessed with at the time.  I realize animating in a 1/7th 
scale is more common; however I find the 1/10th scale more appropriate 
for creating a larger vision for my miniature worlds, especially with in 
limited studio space.

SMM: Many of your installation pieces are so detailed that they look 
like they took a lifetime to make. How long did they take to design and 
build?  

Graeme: This depends on the content and interactive elements involved 
with each project.  “Woodrow” as a whole took 3 years to complete, 
however that includes about 40min of stop-motion and 9 sculptures 
(some with robotics).  I probably would have spent more time on the 
project if it was available.  My process is quite organic in the sense that 
I start making things with a general idea and they eventually grow and 
become layered as I become comfortable with their existence. Right now 
I am working on another 3-4 year body of work.  I believe that I need 
this amount of time. 



SMM: What do you draw from for inspiration?

Graeme: Most of my work comes from experience and obsession.  I have 
become accustomed to creating fantasy from my own reality.  Creating min-
iature worlds that slightly replicate my memory however suggest new possi-
bilities or outcomes. 

SMM: How did you get into fine art?

Graeme: I went to an arts foundation school after high school in an attempt to 
refine my drawing skills for animation school. Within this one year period I 
was exposed to a variety of art and artists.  It was after seeing my first inter-
active installation that I became interested in following a fine art practice. 
During my BFA at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design I came back to 
stop-motion animation but with a much more informed intention. The fine art 
world seems to have embraced this.  I would like to become more recognized 
within the animation/film world and intend to submit my next short to film 
festivals.

SMM: Can you tell us a little about your current project that you’re working 
on?

Graeme: It is another large body of work which will be exhibited in several 
Canadian museums starting in 2013.  It is primarily based on my experiences 
of friendship from childhood and on, however there are some deeper inten-
tions to express my thoughts of being an artist and how that relates to rela-
tionships in general.  It will exist as 4-5 large sculptural/video installations 
referencing different era’s of friendship.  I am also working on creating a 15 
min short narrative animation which will link these works together.  Much 
like “Monkey and Deer” it will exist as a fairytale within the finished body of 
work.



SMM: The another piece of yours that involves two wrestlers in an empty arena. Is there a deeper meaning in this piece 
and how big are the characters?

Graeme: “GrudgeMatch” is part of my body of work. It references my experience of wrestling in high school.  My 
intention with this work was to create a sense of friendly competition and intimacy between the two wrestlers.  The 
characters are about 7 inches tall which is fairly consistent with my other animations. 

SMM: What methods do you use to make your puppets?

Graeme: Being heavily influenced by the animation of Ray Harryhausen, Jan Svankmajer, and the Brothers Quay, I 
have always used a self taught method of the build-up process. I make my own wire armatures and then use upholstery 
foam, panty-hose, and fabric to create the body.  For a while I was using stick-tack and rubber latex which had a nice 
aesthetic but was very impractical. The puppets heads are usually made of sculpey, as I rarely animate facial expres-
sion.  Body gesture interests me far more which is a major reason for doing this. My process is constantly evolving 
though. 



SMM: What kind of setup do you have for filming stop motion animation (computers, Camera, lenses, software, etc)?

Graeme: I started with a webcam and basic video-editing software from the age of 16. My first animation “Don’t Ride 
Shopping Carts” was shot this way. Over the past few years or so I have acquired a more sophisticated setup.  I now 
use a Nikon DSLR with ANIMATOR HD PRO. I am a big fan of this software. The rest of my setup is fairly simple; 
a couple of good lights, lenses and a tripod.  I wish I had shot many of my older animations using this equipment as it 
produces a quality that I have dreamed of for so long.  This makes me excited for my new work though. 







Tawd Dorenfeld
Interview

by John Ikuma



Tawd Dorenfeld has a style and class that is both unique and fresh. His work as a stop motion animator/director cov-
ers many different spectrums from abstract expressive story telling to comedic zany cartoon style animation. His most 
recent work “Baal Shem Tov (Master of the Good Name)” is a feature length film which focuses on the Jewish Folk-
tales of the old world and is about to wrap production in a couple of months. We were very lucky to track down Tawd 
who has been animating none stop to finish his film, and get a deeper look into his life and this new feature length stop 
motion film.  We hope you enjoy this interview and look forward to seeing the completed film.

SMM: Where did you get your start in animation?

Tawd: In 8th grade my friend and I made hand-drawn animations on Post-it Note pads; little nasty flip books. I did a 
little stop motion with a video camera at the time too, but that was for special monster effects in a re-make of ‘Alien.’ I 
think I shot a multitude of 7 frames of an egg opening. From there I graduated into the art of filmmaking as opposed to 
animation making. My closest friends of mine and I, two of whom have helped on my latest film, would make extraor-
dinary videos together that were way off the map of what teenagers were doing for fun at that time, circa 88‘-92‘. 



Later, in New York (at NYU) I got to add life to my influence and start technically learning how to do the stuff, while 
doing nothing but art, living art, Ayn Rand, more art, emersion into the New York Club Scene to show my art and live 
more art. I was at Tisch for three very important reasons, majors you might say; Filmmaking, Animation, and Chil-
dren’s Entertainment. This was my focus in school, this is what I wanted to learn, this is where I wanted to live as an 
artist, a ‘filmmaker’ in the full title of the word.

New York City has a way about finding artists though, and the city and its peoples showed me that I was more 
than a movie-man in a fold out chair and that my hands were more than capable to design my own movies, put my 
thumb prints on all the aspects. This is why animation became such a staple for me. As a filmmaker using anima-
tion as a fine tool, I could do just that, bring a complete vision of mine to life, no matter the cost; meaning if I don’t 
find a few million to make a movie at least I can make a good feature for a hundred bucks if its animated. (example: 
Aylaqruh:hurqalyA). 

My first animated short during freshman year was picked up by NYC PBS and used as an ‘anti-suicide’ PSA. Then my 
junior year I did an animation for Columbia Record’s recording artist Brandford Marsalis. The spot played on the Sony 
TV in Times Square for like 2 months. I was interning for the Video Commissioners Lee Rolonz, Marion Bradley at 
Columbia Records at the time. In time when Marion and I were both in LA that relationship flourished and she scored 
me a few videos and commercials. I never had a Music Video rep, the gigs I do are generally because the artist has seen 
my work and requested me. This is nice because the videos have been more like making art with friends and not such a 
fashion show. 



SMM: What’s the name of the Feature Film you’re working on, and 
what is it about? 

Tawd: The current feature I have been making for the past 2 years is 
“Baal Shem Tov (Master of the Good Name)” The film is completely 
stop-motion, all hand-crafted, and is an anthology of tales about the 
great Baal Shem Tov. The Baal Shem Tov was the craftsman behind 
Chassidic Judaism, and his stories are the ‘Mother Goose’ tales for Or-
thodox Children. This man has hundreds of stories written about him 
and his adventures that changed the landscape of Jewish heritage and 
religion in the 18th Century. He transformed the perspective of a reli-
gion that was depressed in its laws, into a vibrant celebratory religion 
of joy and hopefulness. The man moved mountains, and I felt it was 
time the secular world, and the unorthodox Jews met the Baal Shem 
Tov and learned of this rich history of pre-holocaust films. 

This is inspired stuff. These are not ‘religious’ stories, these are stories 
based in the basic lessons of good deeds, respect, and consideration. 
The characters follow their Jewish laws because that is in their char-
acter. The rituals are very poetic on film, especially in animation, so it 
is very nice to have these specific character rules. The greatest thing 
the Baal Shem Tov did was teach simple, poor Jews, that doing the 
best they can was an even greater mitzvah then doing everything to the 
tee. Wild because this guy started the Orthodox Chassidic Revolution 
and you expect that at their core philosophy they are as rigid as their 
outward appearance…now things have drifted and a lot of that simple 
message is being lost among the rigid lifestyles. 



SMM: Are there any recognizable names attached to the film?

Tawd: Yes! Roseanne Barr, Dudu Fisher, Mayim Bialik, Adam Kanter, Peter Himmelman, Gladys Rodriguez, Me? 
Other’s are joining the cast but until I have that voice recorded I keep that info zip~zip. Along with these wonderful 
actors, the music is star powered as well. Of course Dudu Fisher is singing his heart out in his story, as Peter Himmel-
man leads his four piece group of musicians throughout his tale. E. S. Gillen has composed Baroque/Jewish music for 
the ‘Beans’ story, and Jason Schimmel, who has performed with John Zorn and Trey Spruance, is scoring the last story. 
This film has top-notch artists all around it, we are striving for the quality of a Classic Feature.



SMM: What were the major challenges in making this film?

Tawd: I cannot humanly work more than 16 hours a day everyday. Sleep drives me crazy, I don’t like it, I am enjoying 
being awake and making this movie, the challenge is accepting the fact that sleeping and eating, and a little relaxation 
is beneficial to staying alive, Barukh Hashem, Thank G-d for the Jewish Holidays and my wife. Natan my ‘Baal Shem 
Tov’  producing partner won’t let me work on holidays, especially the Sabbath. So Friday nights and Saturdays are off 
limits to making new things. Don’t get me wrong, I like sleeping, I like dreaming, I could use more dreams, but I live a 
real-dream all day so how much could a guy ask for. 

There is one major challenge that most might call me an idiot for imposing on myself based on a little personal mis-in-
formation I was thinking of when we purchased the camera package. In my defense I got the swine-flu the day we were 
to pick up our ‘rental’ package. Obviously we had to drop that Canon rental, and pick up in a week once Thomas and I 
got over the swine-flu. When I come too Natan offers to just buy a package but hopes it can be in a ballpark of cost. So 
we go to the shop and we pick our Olympus’ because they are affordable and the lens are less than Canon so I can have 
more options. I do not inquire about batteries beyond learning they last 3 hours. I generally had not shot any anima-
tion for more than an hour or so before so I thought as long as I could swap out a dead one after setting up a shot then 3 
hours of animation would be plenty. HA! 



SMM: When will the film be released?

Tawd:  The picture will be completed by January 1, 2012. It will be released upon the date the distributor who wants 
our movie decides.

SMM: Any future films in the works?

Tawd: Yes. Currently I am building some new characters for another feature film I will be making totally on my own. 
Hopefully I can get that done in 2 years time, maybe earlier if I really freak out on it, but I plan to only spend Sunday 
nights doing that one, and going to invest in some 1 hour batteries so I really speed things up.

I am still refining my edit on my 12 hour mini-series and then a sound-mix and that should be ready, hopefully by the 
top of the new year as well, oh its so long. As for the other projects, yes I am doing the regular get a film financed sort 
of processes too all-the-while squeezing in time to write, and fix older scripts. I think James Franco and I should do an 
opera-in-space, it seems like we both have a lot of time on our hands. I didn’t say ‘The Anna Cabrini Chronicles’ in this 
interview yet. I don’t leave home without it. It will always be my first, please watch.







Nick Hilligoss
Interview

by John Ikuma



Nick Hilligoss for many of us in the Stop Motion world has been a beacon of light. His helpful advice on the forum 
Stopmotionanimation.com to newcomers to the field has helped in giving birth to many professional careers world 
wide. I know first hand that in the United States and in Japan he is simply referred to as “The Australian” which is 
where he resides. His career as a prop maker and later as a stop motion animator is very inspiring. Especially consider-
ing that there was very little in the way of instruction materials or books on the subject of stop motion animation. His 
exceptional skill as an animator is only the tip of the ice burg. Not only does he animate puppets, but he also makes, the 
sets, props, and even the puppets themselves. 

His website (http://www.picturetrail.com/hilligossnic) is a much sought after destination for those of us beginning in 
the field or those of us more experienced individuals seeking inspiration. Nick shows off many of his techniques and 
past projects on the site and he really isn’t afraid of sharing his movie making magic techniques. For his kindness, gen-
erosity, inspirational jaw dropping work, and truly being a pillar of our community, we at stop motion magazine really 
praise him as animators animator. The following interview is a just a small glimpse into Nicks work, his thoughts, and 
his life. With that we give praise and tribute to one of the most inspiring individuals in the field.



SMM: What attracted you to working in Stop Motion?

Nick: Initially it was the magical effect of seeing creatures like the Cyclops, clearly not restricted to the body shapes 
you could achieve with men in suits, and not quite real either, but full of life.  Maybe the other factor was the difficulty 
of trying to make films with others who were less committed - once I made the puppets I could count on them to turn 
up for the shoot every time!  

SMM: Where did you start your career and how did it shape your development? 

Nick: I had a false start in my early teens, when trying to animate dinosaurs in clay was pretty disappointing.  Two 
or three frames in, and all my carefully modeled scales dissolved into a mush of fingerprints.  This was long before 
claymation became popular, and that wasn’t what I was trying to do anyway.  Many years later, after I had been work-
ing as a prop maker which included live action puppets and a few makeup prostheses, I realized I finally had access to 
many of the materials needed to create the sorts of creatures I wanted to make.  So I started making puppets and doing 
tests.  Some were written into a comedy show I was doing live creature effects for, so I was animating little insert shots 
over the weekend, to be cut into the show each week. Also, by then I was an assistant designer, and the design office 
was next to the Natural History Unit.  So by sheer luck I ran into the head of the unit while carrying my can of freshly 
developed dinosaur test shots on 16mm, and she asked what the film cans were.  Film Editing was one floor down, so 
she put my reel on the Steenbeck and had a look.  It was pretty rough, but must have showed some potential, because as 
soon as the drama series I was working on wrapped, I went into Natural History to develop a program about prehistoric 
Australia. 



SMM: Your film “Once Upon Australia” that you made has many great 
animals and scenes. Did it come naturally to you to build and design the 
sets and characters or was there a learning curve that you faced when 
developing the animation and story?

Nick: Creating the animals and sets came naturally, but there was a huge 
learning curve when it came to story.  Like many animators I came into 
it from the visual arts, not from writing, so imagining a single scene was 
far easier than working out what happens next, or getting any kind of 
dramatic structure.   

SMM: How did the idea come to you to make the film?

At the time, all the documentaries I had seen had interviews with palae-
ontologists, and shots of skeletons in museums, and the odd still image 
of an illustration - I wanted to see the creatures brought to life, just as 
you would with a nature documentary about a modern-day species.  In 
fact,  Phil Tippet had done it earlier, and done it better, but I never heard 
of it until it was shown on TV after my film was completed.  It started 
out as a film about dinosaurs in australia, but another couple of animators 
were a couple of months ahead of me with their film Muttaburrasaurus, 
and I kept chasing up stories and finding they were covering it in their 
doc.  Fossil finds in Australia are limited, so I was forced to look for a 
new angle.  The result was a half-hour film trying to cover all of Aus-
tralia’s pre-history from the formation of the earth up to the present day.  
Since I had only made short insert shots up to then, I had no idea how 
ridiculously overambitious that was.  



SMM: “Turtle World” is another one of your pieces that really in-
spires. There is a lot of depth to both the characters and story. What 
drove you to make such a story?

Nick: After nearly 3 years of Once Upon Australia I thought I’d try 
some shorter films. Turtle World was the one I wanted to do most, so 
I started it first, in case funding ran out and I never got to make the 
rest.  It came from reading about the Gaia theory of a planet function-
ing like a living organism, and the turtle came from both Hindu and 
Native American mythologies.  But the monkeys - I’m not sure.  They 
popped up from my subconscious in the middle of the night, and 
wouldn’t go away - so monkeys it was.

SMM: In “Turtle World” you have monkey characters in the trees. 
Can you tell us how you developed the tie-down method for having 
the characters stay in place?

Nick: I used my usual T-shaped tiedown in a slot on the monkey’s 
foot block.  But I didn’t want to see it sticking out below the branch, 
and this was shooting on 16mm film, where the grain and film weave 
made removing supports in post much less successful than it is today.   
So I made the branches hollow, with no backs, and used shorter bolts 
that could be hidden inside the branch.  They were formed in plaster 
and fibreglass matting over clay cores, then the clay was removed.



SMM: You made a series called “Good Riddance”. Where you the only one working on this series?

Nick: My budget allowed for an assistant for about 1/4 of the total production time.  So that meant I made about 2/3rds 
of the sets, and did 3/4 of the animation, but not all of it.   
Donna Kendrigan did some beautiful small scale set work - 1:24 scale terrace houses with iron lacework, and a couple 
of industrial buildings, for the first couple of episodes. She also made and animated 3 1:24 scale cats chasing after the 
van - tiny  little puppets that were held on the set with a pin under the belly.  They were picked up, and the legs moved, 
then placed in the next pre-drilled hole on the set. Sharon Parker (Now animating on Frankenweenie)  did some ex-
cellent animation for Episode 3, especially in the bar scenes, where I would give her the key character while I did all 
the background characters.  Eron Sheean did some setmaking on Ep 4 (snails), and John Lewis did a couple of weeks 
unpaid work experience at the same time, making termites for the final episode and animating one shot of a rat doing 
a King of the World on the van roof.  Then towards the end of the final episode I was injured when my classic Norton 
motorbike came off second best in a close encounter with a Volvo, so Eron came back and filled in for a few weeks, do-
ing all the lighting, camera set-ups, and animation for a dozen shots.
And of course, for all my productions I had a film editor, even if I didn’t give him many choices of where to cut, and I 
had a sound designer, composer, and sound mixer for each film.



SMM: “Good Riddance” looks like an epic Stop Motion series. How did this series develop?

Nick: I had a couple of ideas when I did the previous set of 5 shorts, and the last one, Possum’s Rest, did introduce the 
character.  But I thought the idea was good for more than one 5 minute film, and I hoped that by using the same main 
character and home set for all five episodes, I could get them done a bit faster than 5 separate films.  This was only 
partly true - he goes to a new location each time, to deal with a new pest, so there was still a lot of sets and creatures to 
be made for each episode.

SMM: Your building techniques for houses and storefronts is really inspiring. I’ve seen you use everything from Card-
board to Wood to make these structures. Is there a secret to making them look great?

Nick: If a building is mostly a flat wall, then any material that comes in a flat sheet and will support itself can be made 
to work.  The important things are a sense of scale - remembering that a door is not only 1/6th as tall as a real one, but 
1/6th as thick as well - and a bit of dirtying and aging at the end, which can do a lot to hide a few rough patches and 
settle it in to the landscape.



SMM: Do you prefer Wire or Ball In Socket Armatures?

Nick: Hard to say - Back when I did Once Upon Australia, before frame grabbers, the two puppets that had jointed legs 
walked better than the rest.  A biped dinosaur has a lot of body weight on two small feet, and they could be so springy 
I didn’t know if they had moved too much or too little, or not at all, or sagged to one side, so some showed clear signs 
of advanced Parkinson’s.  But with 50 puppets to make and no money to get armatures made, a whole year just making 
armatures was never an option so it had to be wire.

But with a frame grabber I can see what the puppet has done so it’s not such an issue now, and I’ve made and animated 
so many wire puppets, I think I may even prefer wire to all but the smoothest and best jointed armatures.  I’ve devel-
oped a feel for the wire and how much farther to move it so it can spring back.  The initial resistance, then sudden re-
lease on many jointed armatures is just as hard to deal with as a bit of springiness when you’re trying to do really small 
moves.

SMM: Where did you learn how to make build up puppets? What would you suggest for beginners to start with when 
making puppets?

Nick: It started with mini-puppets.  I didn’t have the space for huge sets at my regular scale so I dropped down to 1:24 
to get wider shots of a whole street or hillside.  Or, I had creatures like frogs or rats that had to be in the same scene as 
humans, but were much smaller.  So I made those by building up latex directly over the wire armatures.  



Nick (Cont.): Later, when I had agreed to teach some classes at a fes-
tival in Canada, I knew I had to come up with a way to make puppets 
that did not require any of the power tools I usually rely on, and could 
be done by kids down to age 11, so I made a couple of test puppets 
and a sheet of instructions to go with them.  Recently I’ve added a few 
tutorials on Youtube.
Build-up suits some characters better than others, and it has a degree 
of randomness compared to carefully sculpting in clay or Sculpey - but 
that can sometimes free up the imagination.  But mostly it lets begin-
ners get to the animating sooner, rather than get hung up with all the 
technical skills of armature making or sculpting and mold making.

SMM: With the demise of StopMo Shorts, did you loss some of your 
short form work, or were you able to recover everything?

Nick: I have them all, but many only exist in the very small size that 
was what we had to upload to keep the file size small back then.

SMM: “Fools paradise” is a great film. Can you describe how you 
developed the Adam and Eve characters?

Nick: I wanted to represent them as puppets - like carved marionettes, 
in the beginning, and then become fully human and independent only 
after they had been manipulated into eating the apple.  I thought Adam 
was a bit dim, Eve was a bit quicker on the uptake. The idea was that 
it was a necessary step, as puppets they were not fit to survive on their 
own on the little desert planet, so one way or another they had to get 
that apple into them.  I’m not much of a wood carver, so I modelled 
them in Super Sculpey over the wire armatures , leaving visible gaps at 
the joints.  The “flesh” versions were cast in foam latex.



SMM: There’s a film you made with fairies and a character called Baba 
Ganushka. You play with scale a lot in this film. Was there a bunch of com-
positing or is everything done to scale?

Nick: “L’animateur” used compositing for the two scales, but Baba Ganush-
ka had everything made to the same scale and shot in the same set.  I consid-
ered a larger table set and some nicer, larger scale puppets, but there was a 
deadline so I did without. The fairy creatures are around 4” tall, bigger than 
my mini-rats, but still have the crude shapes of small build-up puppets. 

SMM: What is “Possums Rest”?

Nick: Older Australian houses sometimes have names like “Digger’s Rest” - 
a digger was a WW1 soldier.  So this was the possum’s home, where he’s at 
rest and damn well gonna stay!  Also the possum’s rest was disturbed by the 
noisy new neighbours.  Unfortunately I didn’t come up with the title until 
after the last shots were done, or I could have put that on the converted let-
terbox that becomes the possum’s new residence.

SMM: Your working on an Edgar Allen Poe film. Which poem is it based 
off of?

Nick: It’s based on The Raven, with a few references from other Poe works 
thrown in, like a cask of Amontillado, a black cat, and you can expect a 
large pendulum to swing by at some point.



SMM: What kind of Cameras have you used through out your stop motion career?

Nick: My first shots, as a 13 year old, were with a second hand Standard 8mm Bell and Howell.  When I got back into 
stop motion I bought a second hand Bolex SBM - a reflex model so you could see through the lens.  For Good Rid-
dance I was finally able to get the ABC to buy a camera and we got a used Mitchell S-35-R.  That made a big dif-
ference - it was rock steady and there was no visible grain, so wire removal and compositing became possible to do 
successfully.  But film, processing, transfer were all expensive, so for my own films I decided to go digital and got the 
Nikon D70, the first of their more affordable DSLs, a soon as it was released.  An analog spycam provided the video 
assist.  Later when live view came in I switched to a Canon 40d, still using the Nikon lenses.  Apart from cost, DSLRs 
let me see the actual finished frame before I commit to animating the whole shot, and alow me to do everything on my 
own computer.

SMM: What kind of lenses do you use?

Nick: I use Nikon prime lenses - a 55mm Macro for close-up to medium shots, a 28mm for wide shots, and sometimes 
a 24mm when I need to exaggerate perspective or get greater depth of field.



SMM: You’ve been a real supporter of TV Paint. How did you dis-
cover this software and what is it like as a tool for Stop Motion?

Nick: TV Paint the Photoshop equivalent on the Amiga, the first 
computer I owned. Years later Newtek, makers of Photoshop, 
re-introduced it as Aura, a 2d animation program.  For me it’s a 
great compositing tool, far more direct and easier to use than After 
Effects. I import my still images into TV Paint and do all the colour 
grading, re-sizing, wire removal, painted fx like lightning bolts, 
even the titling, before the cleaned-up shot goes to Final Cut Pro.  
It has one weakness though -  greenscreen is not so great because 
you can’t expand the selected green area to get rid of the fringe of 
greenish pixels around the puppet, so I use frontlight-backlight or 
do the keying in AE if I have to.

SMM: How organized is your workspace for stop motion?

Nick: It’s a combination workshop and studio, made for stop mo-
tion.  When I saw that I was likely to be leaving the ABC, I had a 
small cottage build in the back garden, but with no interior walls so 
it is one large studio space.   The back wall has a set of ply panels I 
can staple a canvas backcloth onto, and there are 50mm pvc pipes 
overhead for hanging lights.  I also have power points in the ceil-
ing, and they go to a switchboard, and through a power conditioner 
to smooth out the voltage and avoid flicker.  The left side wall has 
a long workbench for mouldmaking or building stuff, but often 
the animation tables are also used to build sets on until I get to the 
point where I am ready to shoot.  The windows have light-proof 
blinds. High shelves go around the room with boxes of props and 
puppets.





I first met Scott Whitworth at the 2011 Monsterpalooza. Right off the 
bat I was enamored with his 1/6th scale monster busts and instantly 
became a fan of his work. What really strikes me about his work is that 
his style of sculpting would fit perfectly into the realms of Stop Motion 
Character Design and if he ever ventured into the land of Puppet Fabri-
cation he would set a new standard. 

One of the really cool things I saw on Scotts table at the convention 
was a bag of 1/6th skulls. For those of you into the Ray Harryhausen 
skeletons I think these should be on your shopping list for Stop Motion 
Puppet making and stage dressing. I want to thank Scott for spending 
the time to talk to use and if you’d like to checkout more of his work 
or even order a bag of 1/6th scale skulls you can go to http://www.
whitworthsculpturestudio.com. Scott was kind enough to grace us with 
an interview and I really can’t express to you how kind this guy was in 
talking to us.

SMM: What are the different types of art that you work in?

Scott: Professionally I’ve done sculpting, special effects, video game 
graphics, web design, and graphic design. Now a days, I primarily just 
sculpt in clay which is actually the medium I started working in that 
paved the path I’m in now. I did spend about 13 years in the special 
effects and video game industries doing digital work such as 3D model-
ing, animating, and texturing. 

Interview with Scott Whitworth
by John Ikuma



SMM: How did you get into sculpting?

Scott: I always enjoyed illustrating, although I 
was never that great at it, I was always sketch-
ing stuff. Then one day, someone I knew 
showed me this magazine and this sculptor 
was sculpting fantastic pieces with Super 
Sculpey. I never heard of the stuff, but in the 
article it said you can pick it up at your local 
arts and crafts store. The article also showed 
how to layout an armature, so I headed off 
to my local art store, picked up some Super 
Sculpey, aluminum armature wire, some basic 
sculpting tools, and got started.

SMM: What is the scale that you work in?

Scott: I typically work anywhere from 1/8th 
scale up to ½ scale. It really depends on what 
the client wants. But, I prefer to work in ¼ to 
½ scale. 

SMM: What inspires the characters that you 
sculpt?

Scott: I think a lot the influences in my work 
comes from my childhood love for Halloween 
and horror & sci-fi movies. I’m a huge fan of 
original designs and I can’t get enough of the 
behind the scenes stuff. DVD’s, books, etc.



SMM: Do you have a favorite piece that you’ve made?

Scott: You know, this is a tough question because every 
time I finish a piece I look back at it and start finding things 
I could have improved on. For the 2011 Monsterpalooza 
show I did a little piece called, “The Dead Will Rise” 
and it’s a small 1/6th scale piece with a grave stone and a 
zombie arm rising out of the ground. It was a very simple 
little piece but I was very happy with the end results and it 
received a lot of compliments at the show.

SMM: What medium and tools do you use?

Scott: Super Sculpey was the first clay I started sculpting 
with and did a lot of pieces in Super Sculpey, I don’t use 
it very often anymore. I prefer WED Clay, Chavant NSP, 
Motion Picture FX Co.’s Pro Clay, and Monster Maker’s 
Monster Clay. It depends on the piece I’m doing. As for 
tools, I use a number of different sculpting tools. My most 
commonly used tools though, are a series of loops, rakes, 
and some tools I’ve customized to suit my needs.

SMM: Who inspires you as an artist?

Scott:  Growing up I was always fascinated with the work 
from guys like Rick Baker, Rob Bottin, Stan Winston, Dick 
Smith, Ray Harryhausen, and Frank Frazetta. If it weren’t 
for these guys I’d probably never chosen this line of work. 
A lot of my inspiration comes from guys like Casey Love, 
Steve Wang, Jordu Schell, and Carlos Huante.



SMM: You make a really cool 1/6th scale bag of 
skulls that you sell. What inspired you to make 
such a fun item?

Scott: It’s funny you ask. I never intended to 
make these skulls available for purchase. I was 
working on a piece and I wanted to have a bunch 
of skulls on the base. I was going to go the easy 
route and buy some 1/6th scale skulls, but no 
one makes them. I asked around and everyone 
said what I had already found out myself, no one 
makes them. So, I initially sculpted two of them, 
one with the lower mandible and one without. 
After I did this, people started showing interest 
in them. I started putting 8 of them in a bag and 
selling them. They’ve been a hit ever since.




